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into the scent
of peaches
summer dusk

Rachel Sutcliffe - UK

another birthday -
up there in the sky
the same moon

Rosa Maria Di Salvatore - Italy

summer of love
no spark 
from the lawn mower

Greg Schwartz - USA

eager
to please you
budding leaves 

Olivier Schopfer - Switzerland

morning sun
window of a chrysalis
defrosting

Julie Warther - USA

damask dawn
turning head
of a sunflower

Guliz Mutlu - Turkey



the stories
of how they met . . .
scrambled eggs

Cyndi Lloyd - USA

autumn drizzle
on the desert pond
halos bloom

Oscar Luparia - Italy

this old grief . . .
the nail holes
under repair

Susan Constable - Canada

spring storm
tadpoles shelter
from the rain

Lucy Whitehead - UK

autumn moon -
silence 
on the dry river

Maria Teresa Sisti - Italy

muddy dip
the well worn path
off the path

Tia Haynes - USA



highway -
in a flash
sunflowers

Angiola Inglese - Italy

monarch butterfly
her thoughts
flutter away

Nancy Brady - USA

nightfall -
a lily pad catches 
the moon

Isabel Caves - New Zealand

giving thanks
that I still see the stars
cathedral sky

Hazel Hall - Australia

imprints
my footsteps hold
last night's rain

Kath Abela Wilson - USA

deep green
the river runs
with stars 

Alan Summers - UK



azure blue
the chance to paint words
across the skies

Celestine Nudanu - Ghana

deserted farm . . .
fields of stars ripen
in the cupola

Debbie Strange - Canada

fireworks
in the distance
serenity

Tiffany Shaw-Diaz - USA

blue dragonflies
the moon becomes
another color

Eufemia Griffo - Italy

finger painting
I fall into the sound
of rain

Andy McLellan - UK

spring woods
a gospel
according to trees

Pat Davis - USA



a toddler's first steps -
withered leaves
on the path

Gaia Rossella Sain - Italy 

at your grave
the willow and I
weeping

Phyllis Lee - USA

deep autumn
a flicker of blue
among the pine

G. R. LeBlanc - Canada

moon viewing
the churring call
of a tawny owl

Martha Magenta - UK

a dragonfly lands
its shadow
river reed

Adjei Agyei-Baah - Ghana 

dandelion puff . . .
a hope attempts 
to take root
                 
Valentina Ranaldi-Adams - USA



----------  In the Starlight  ----------

drying shed -
a hint of thyme

in the onions

Marilyn Fleming - USA
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